


100% AGAVE

Crafted from Blue Weber Agave 
that are matured to at least eight 
years old. The Agave are grown 
in the “Valles” near Amatitán in 
the state of Jalisco, Mexico.

100% HANDMADE 
Slow-cooked in traditional 
“Mampostería” ovens, fermented 
without artificial yeast and dis-
tilled in small batches.

100% MEXICO 

Padre azul is made in Mexico, 
going above and beyond the 
standard requirements and qual-
ity criteria for tequila from Mex-
ico. Our bottle was inspired by 
Mexican culture and heritage.

Austrian HP Eder inherited 
a passion for distilling  from 
his father, who produced 
high-quality schnapps. His 
team partnered with his  
father-in-law and a team of 
renowned Master Distillers 
from Jalisco, Mexico to create 
Padre azul.

BORN OUT OF A LOVE STORY BETWEEN HP EDER FROM AUSTRIA AND ADRIANA ALVAREZ MAXEMIN FROM 
GUADALAJARA, MEXICO, PADRE AZUL IS AN AWARD-WINNING 100% BLUE AGAVE SUPER-PREMIUM TEQUILA 

KNOWN FOR ITS VANILLA AND CARAMEL FLAVORS AND UNPARALLELED SMOOTH FINISH.



“We wanted a product that enchants 
from the very beginning. It needed 
to have that certain ’WOW!’ effect. It 
was very hard work, but at the end 
of the day we had a fantastic tequila 
with an incredibly smooth finish. Like 
alchemists, we searched for this liquid 
gold for a long time and when we first 
sipped what we later crowned PADRE 
AZUL, we experienced this most magic 
moment.“



BUT,  WHAT MAKES PADRE A ZUL SO OUTSTANDING? TIME “THE MOST IMPORTANT INGREDIENT        
FOR AN OUTSTANDING TEQUILA IS TIME“

- Master Distiller -Erika Sangeado- 

1„THE CHARACTERTISTICS OF THE EARTH/SOIL“ 

Padre azul is grown in the valleys. The earth 
has more alkaline and less PH, contains less 
iron and more basalt as opposed to the high-
land agaves. Because of the arid temperatures 
of the area, the agave is much dryer and has 
more fiber. There are volcanic soils in the val-
leys. The water quality in the valleys is better 
than standard wells, which adds a unique fla-
vor specific to the region. That’s why the valley 
agave develop citrus and earthy aromas.

2 „THE GROWING”

It is important that the plant reaches its matu-
rity thus obtaining more sugars for fermenta-
tion. Specific flavors and aromas are developed. 
If it is too  ripe, the final flavors of tequila can 
be vinegary. Our wait is between 8 to 10 years. 
This guarantees better organoleptic character-
istics in each of our batches. Here our jima-
dores are important because they know exact-

ly when to harvest the agaves. At the time of the 
jima, the cut must be very close to the pineapple, 
the leaves or thorns also influence the taste of te-
quila.  

3 „THE COOKING”

The “cooking“ is done in masonry – “mampos-
tería,“ which is a traditional oven, that steams be-
tween 24 and 48 hours, continues cooking with 
the remaining residual heat. The oven is artisanally 
hand made using volcanic soil and sand that serve 
to keep the steam from escaping and withstand 
high temperatures. The doors are secured to pre-
vent them from bursting under pressure. It is very 
important to clarify that an autoclave can do this 
process in 5 or 6 hours, however the slow cooking 
of our agave (minimum 24 hours cooking and 24 
hours resting) gives us much more flavor in our 
tequila. It’s is like using a pressure cooker vs. a clay 
pot on a slow fire, any kind of slow cooking will 
produce more flavor.

4 „THE FERMENTATION” 

Our fermentation is strictly spontaneous, i.e. we 
do not use artificial yeasts of any kind - only 
naturaly-occuring yeasts are used. The climate 
has a lot of influence on this process and can 
take anywhere from 72 to 96 hours. With arti-
ficial yeasts this process can be done in less than 
24 horus. The yeasts that are most commonly 
used are unique for tequila, however there are 
some factories that use these yeasts for wine or 
bread.

5 „THE DISTILLATION” 

This process is very important. Something that 
gives our tequila its excellent flavor is the ’cut’ of 
the process. We remove the heads and tails. The 
first and last part of the distillation are with-
drawn and not used again, leaving only the best 
portion of tequila to go into the final product. 
Padre azul uses only the ’heart’ of the process. 

With details like these, we can proudly say that 
our tequila is super premium. In some factories 
the heads and tails are added in the second dis-
tillation. This creates more quantity, however the 
taste is affected by this method. For Padre azul, 
we distill the agave twice at a reliatively low tem-
perature so that we don’t burn off the sugar. This 
gives our tequila it’s mellow aftertase.

6 „THE MATURING” 

This process is exclusive for tequila reposado and 
añejo. The esterification adds color, aroma, body, 
and character to tequila, which is why the old 
oak barrels are so important. We mature Padre 
azul in used American bourbon barrels, which 
imparts flavors such as vanilla, cinnamon, cara-
mel and chocolate. With Padre azul, we take great 
care of our barrels, which are perfect for toasting 
and giving us more time to develop our one of a 
kind flavor. Our “Reposado” ages for at least 8 
months, and the “Añejo” at least 18 months.



OUR PROCESS      
         100% AGAVE

year, but are often not removed to propagate new 
plants until the third to fifth year, depending on 
the farmer.
 
Agave commonly reach maturity after five to 
eight years when the ’piña’ swells and is ripe for 
harvesting.
 
The adult agave can reach close to two meters in 
height, but other mature plants are shorter due 
to their leaves drooping outward as opposed to 
growing vertically.
 
Another sign of maturity is the loss of the plants 
lowest leaves (pencas). Ripe piña from mature 
agave plants have much more natural sugars, which 
gives a higher yield and produce superior Tequila.
 
The harvesters, colloquially called “jimadores”, 
use an extensive handled knife called ’a coa’ to 
remove the long spiky, blue-green, thorn-ended, 
barb-edged leaves to expose the piña, which looks 
like a giant pineapple.

T 
he Padre azul agave plant takes eight years to 

reach maturity. Weather plays an important part 
because the warmer it is, the quicker the plant ripens. 
The Blue Agave is a native plant to Mexico. 
From a legal standpoint, only the Weber agave 
and Tequilana agave can be used to produce 
TEQUILA
 
Agave are planted immediately before the rainy 
season (June to September) so that the plants do 
not suffer from water log during their first year 
of growth. The agave absorb enough moisture 
during this period to allow steady and healthy 
growth throughout the year without irrigation. 
January to May is the best season to harvest 
(jima) agave whe§n the plants generate their 
highest yield.
 
The agave has various means of reproduction 
- the most important being “hijuelos,” 
or plant shoots, which grow in the 
earth around the plant from its roots. 
The hijuelos start to form after the plant’s second 
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P 
adre azul agave is perfectly matured. We aim 

to ensure the plants are not too old, because over 
ripeness could leave a vinegary note.
 
Ripened piñas have an average weight of 
32 kg, but vary from 10 kg up to 100 kg.  
The concentration of sugar is usually 22-28% 
(mostly inulin of juice content.) It takes roughly 
7 kg of piña to distill one liter of 100% agave 
tequila.
 
When harvesting a field, a good jimador will also 
leave plants that he considers either to not have 
reached sufficient maturity or are over-mature. 
These abandoned plants can be seen dotting the 
leaf-strewn grounds of newly harvested fields.
 
Depending on their size, the harvested piña 
tend to be cut into halves or quarters to facilitate 
uniform cooking.
 
The pieces are manually fed into the oven, 
often with the aid of conveyers where they are 
stacked by hand. Here they are steam-baked to 
convert the starchy sap contained in the piña into 
fermentable sugar.
 
Padre azul uses the traditional oven (mampostería). 
The floor is designed to allow juices from the 
piñas to run into the oven collector during 
baking.
 
The oven is used to slow bake the agave for an 
impressive  24 to 48 hours. The steam is then shut 
off and the baked piñas are left to cool for a further 
16-24 hours to complete the cooking process. 
Agave naturally contain inulin, a long chain 

fructose molecule, the agave uses as a nutritious 
reserve. During the cooking process steam softens 
the piñas’ textures and turns the inulin into 
fructuose. 
 
After cooking, the piñas are milled to 
extract the juices - this is where the 
fructose, or sugars which are converted 
to the alcohol come from. 
 
Padre azul uses modern roller mills, which use 
conveyor belts to move the cooked piñas through 
a series of crushers while water is sprayed over the 
exposed fibers to literally wash the sticky juice from 
the fibers. The last set of rollers squeeze the fibers 
dry, using a mangle like action to squeeze as much 
juice as possible. The watery juice passes through 
screens, which trap larger particles. The size of 
particles allowed through to the fermentation 
and distillation processes, heavily influences the 
tequila’s final flavor.
 
The fermentable sugar in the pressed agave juice 
is then ready to be converted into alcohol using 
yeast. Prior to fermentation, the agave juice will 
be analyzed to measure the levels of fermentable 
sugar. The agave juice may be diluted with water 
to reduce the concentration of sugars to a specific  
level (8-16%) depending on the sugar tolerance of 
the yeast strain.
 
The type of yeast used and any nutrients add-
ed during fermentation determine the f la-
vor and characteristics of the finished tequila. 
Traditionally and for Padre azul, spontaneous fer-
mentation using naturally ocurring airbone yeasts 
are be relied upon. 
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              F 
ermentation is processed in open stainless 

steel vats for 72-96 hours to produce a beer-like 
mosto (wash) of 3.8 to 6% alcohol volume. The 
vats are aerated at the start of fermentation to 
encourage airborne fermentation, causing the 
yeast cells to multiply. Later in the process, 
the air supply bubbling through the vat is 
stopped to start anaerobic fermentation, which 
encourages the yeast to produce alcohol. 
To make tequila, the mosto must be distilled at 

least twice in a still. Our stills are stainless steel 
with copper serpentine. The distiller exercises 
considerable control over the style of tequila 
produced. A combination of art and science 
dictates when to “make the cut.” Various flavoring 
compounds evaporate at different temperatures, 
and the distiller has to find the right balance. 
They will select only the “middle cut” of spirit to 
flow from the stills, known as heads, and the last, 
known as tails.  We keep only hearts, heads and 

tails are removed. The same process is repeated 
for a second distillation. First distillation, called 
“destrozamiento” produces a spirit, around 20-25% 
alcohol volume which is called “ordinario“. The 
second distillation, called “rectificación,” typically 
produces a spirit of around 55% alcohol volume. 
 
The clear tequila that results from the second 
distillation may be bottled and sold as “Tequila 
Blanco”.

 
In contrast, Reposado and Añejo tequilas are aged 
in fine oak barrels. Over time, the wood can impart 
tannins that soften and mellow the spirit and add 
character. Regulation dictates that the maximun 
strength of tequila going into a cask is 55% alcohol 
volume. Distilled or demineralised water can be 
used to dilute the bottle strength.

A COMBINATION OF ART AND SCIENCE DICTATES WHEN TO 
“MAKE THE CUT”. VARIOUS FLAVORING COMPOUNDS 
EVAPORATE AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES,  AND THE 

DISTILLER HAS TO FIND THE RIGHT BALANCE.
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fascinated Austrian HP Eder and his compadres was how much tradition and relationships 
with family and friends were valued, and he wanted to capture that on the bottle.  
 
Padre azul bottles are  topped with a 270-gram solid metal skull, paying homage to 
Dia de los Muertos and eternal friendship.
 
The leather jacket with lacing is a tribute to the Mexican “Lucha Libre” wrestling 
masks and is a tribute to “El Santo,” the most famous luchador in Mexico. 
 
“Azul” refers to the “blue” Weber agave, from which tequila is made, and the name 
“Padre” does not mean the father, but quotes a popular Mexican saying: “que padre,” 
an expression of cheerful excitement, meaning “how fantastic” or “how wonderful.”

Y 
ou won’t find any compromises in the 

design of the unusual “Padre azul” bottles 
either. Only the best is good enough for Padre 
azul, outside and in. The handmade bottle 
is inspired by Mexican heritage and culture.  
One important aspect of Mexican culture that 

OUR BOTTLE
100% HAND CRAFTED
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